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Welcome to Laminas
Welcome to “Laminas”, the Austin General Surgery Training
E-Zine. This is primarily aimed at supporting the General Surgery training program based at the Austin Hospital Training
Hub in Melbourne in the State of Victoria, Australia. Laminas
is a quarterly E-Zine dedicated to supporting the General Surgery training program and building a community of trainees
and surgeons.
The Austin Hospital is one of eight General Surgery training
hubs in Victoria. The program at present includes 23 accredited and 24 non accredited training posts spread across two
metropolitan (Austin Health & Northern Health), three Victorian regional (Bendigo, Echuca & Sale) and four Interstate
(Alice Springs, Burnie, Hobart & Launceston) hospitals. With
a total of 47 trainees rotating to various hospitals the E-Zine
was created as a vehicle to share training information as well
as develop a community of trainees and trainers.
The name Laminas simply translates to “Blade” and what
better description than to use the business end of the one
instrument that surgeons are universally associated with, the
scalpel. The more astute amongst our readers will note the
motto on the cover page “Laminis Acutis et Acutior Mentes”.
Roughly translating to “Sharp Blades & Sharper Minds” it
is a reference to the modern surgeon who has to wield not
only his scalpel but also the nine core competencies with
consummate ease.
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Editor’s Ramblings
V Muralidharan

PRE-SET, NSET or JDOCS!!
A festival of acronyms in surgical training

BST, AST, SET, NSET, NON-SET, NEW-SET, GSET….
Some of the acronyms that have been associated
with General Surgical training in the past and being
bandied about in the present. This is in addition to the
assessment related acronyms MTA, ETA, PBA, EPA,
GSSE, CE, SEAM and FRACS as well as courses
such as CCrISP, CLEAR, EMST, DSTC and the BRIPS
related courses OWR, FSSE and many others. While
we are at it why not welcome the new kid on the
block, the JDOCS program released by the GSA.
It seems as of late there is a plethora of programs,
courses and conferences being released for uptake
by the surgical community. These range from mandatory training courses and SEAM modules within
the SET program, optional short courses and a whole
range of new features being developed for implementation for surgical training. All have been developed with good intentions, to better deliver surgical
training and to better evaluate the trainee. An increasing emphasis is being placed on the development of
non-technical skills and core competencies. Unfortunately each new initiative brings with it demands
on time and cost to both the faculty and the trainee.
Awareness of the fact that the FRACS is the most
expensive medical postgraduate training program in
Australia and likely in the world is a dampening factor
in adding further cost to our trainees by additional
modules.
At state level, initiatives have been implemented to
address local deficiencies. An example of this are the
Simulation Workshops being run annually in Victoria
for General Surgery SET trainees at the RACS Simulations Centre which is entirely free of cost to our
trainees. The workshops which cover intra-corporeal
suturing, laparoscopic bile duct exploration and
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laparoscopic groin hernia repair have been running
very successfully for the past three years with industry support and are now open to any trainee in
Australia. Similarly training hub based initiatives
supported by surgeons who volunteer their time
are increasingly being utilized to improve quality of
training. There is also very pleasant change developing with trainee led initiatives, particularly at Austin,
where senior trainees in the Austin Surgical Trainees
Education Committee are contributing significantly
to improve training and preparation for the juniors.
One aspect of General Surgery training that the Austin training hub put in to place nearly nine years ago
was a program to help develop and prepare the next
generation of trainees applying for the SET program.
This began at first by recognising the need for nonaccredited registrars and that they too could be exposed to training in anticipation of entering the SET
program rather than as a pure service position. In the
early years these were integrated with the SET1 positions and after the demise of that much maligned
system, being integrated with the SET2-5 posts.
A focus on developing good training positions as a
stepping stone to formal training resulted in Austin
becoming the largest training hub in terms of both
SET(23) and NON-SET(26) posts and the consistent
migration of NON-SET trainees in to SET programs is
a testament to its success.
GSA has finally launched the JDOCS program, having realised the importance of a pre-SET program to
encourage, support and prepare trainees hoping to
enter SET training. The Austin training hub can stand
proudly and say that we were there first and be vindicated on our NON-SET training program.
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Training Corner
Kate Galloway

GSA Unleashes JDOCS Program
Supporting trainees to enter general surgical training

GSA have been working to create a Junior Doctor
Program, which will provide resources for doctors interested in a career in General Surgery.
Junior Doctors can now sign up for an annual junior
membership for $55.00 per year.
By becoming a member of GSA they will be able to
access particular benefits such as:
• Receive discounts on GSA Annual Scientific Meeting registration fee/s.
• Access the Members’ Area of the GSA website
• View educational resources such as presentations
from Trainees’ Days and educational sessions
• Receive regular newsletters, including updates on
issues affecting the general surgical community
• Receive invitations to skills workshops, meetings,
and other opportunities where research may be presented
• Access to SSE – Generic Exam Preparation Course

We may also consider workshops which will assist
junior doctors in applying to the General Surgery Program such as preparing for the interview and how to
create a CV.
We are open to suggestions on how we could create
a better Junior Doctor Program.
If you would like further information please contact
Kate Galloway at kate.galloway@generalsurgeons.
com.au or 03 9276 7472.

Doctors are now able to sign up to become a member
on our GSA Website. To be eligible for membership
as a Junior Member a person must be a doctor registered in Australia, from and including internship.
Membership to the program has only been available
for one month and during this time we have received
a great deal of interest and many junior doctors have
signed up.
As the Program is only new, we are looking at what
else we can offer our members. In future we plan to
run workshops to assist junior doctors with the procedural skills that they are required to be able to do
prior to applying to the General Surgery Program.
Vol 3 Issue 3 November 2016
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Halls of Learning
Yahya Al Habbal

The Best of Burnie
Building the foundation for surgical training

Tasmania ,“Tassie” or Van Diemen’s land is an island state of Australia just south of the mainland separated by
the Bass Strait. The population of over 500,000 is mainly located in Hobart, Launceston and the North West
coast (Devonport, Ulverstone and Burnie).

When we refer to going to Burnie, we are actually talking about working in the North West Regional Health
comprising of the Burnie Hospital and Mersey Community Hospital in La Trobe which is a good 45 minutes
away by car.
I was posted to the North West Regional Health for the second six months of the year, just after a six months
stint at Launceston General Hospital. Getting there was easy for me as I took a direct drive along the coast
line where you cannot deny the majestic view. Otherwise, there are a couple of options. There is a direct
flight from Melbourne to Burnie via Regional Express airline (REX), which takes about one hour. The airport
is in Wynyard which is about 15-20 minutes by car. The other option is to sail on the Spirit of Tasmania to Devonport, which is about 40 minutes from Burnie and 10 minutes from Mersey Hospital.
I actually took the silly third option when travelling back to Melbourne by driving nearly 2 hours back to
Launceston airport and pay for parking so that I could take the cheaper Virgin or Jetstar, and not due to lack
of trust in REX!
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The Northern coast of Tasmania showing the relationship between Burnie, Wynyard and Devonport,

Accommodation and getting around
The hospital has the responsibility to arrange our accommodation. Whilst accommodation is free, we still
have to pay for electricity. In Burnie, there is a row
of houses on the hill within the hospital compound.
Each house is usually 2-bedroom and fully furnished.
Occasionally, the houses are all occupied and we are
arranged a house further out, within walking distance.
Internet is not provided and the hospital Wi-Fi does
not reach the units, making us very much dependent
on our limited phone data. Unless the person is an
avid walker, travelling around is difficult without a vehicle. The town center with all the shops, markets
and restaurants is a few minutes’ drive, adjacent to
the beach.
The Surgical team
There are three registrars at all times at the NWRH,
two in Burnie and the other in Mersey. Everyone
would rotate around after two months (four months
Burnie, two months Mersey) and by the end of the
rotation, everyone would have worked in close contact with each consultant.
Team A

Team B

Sven Anders

Asar Alsaffar

Trevor Leese

James RobertsThomson
Maghdi Ghali
(ENT)
Ophthalmology
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Mersey Hospital
James RobertsThomson

The work is generally well distributed in each team
as there will be adequate theatre opportunity, ward
management dealing with patients with varying severity of illness, clinic duties and equal distribution
of on-calls. In Burnie, there are two surgical teams.
Team A comprises of Mr. Sven Anders and Mr. Trevor
Leese. Mr. Anders is a German trained Surgeon who
has been there for more than seven years and is also
the youngest of the consultants. He has two clinic
sessions and a day and a half operating sessions every week. Mr. Anders is more inclined towards laparoscopic surgery and tries to do most of the colonic
resections or hernia repairs lap-assisted. Mr. Leese is
a British trained surgeon who has been in Burnie for
over seven years as well. He runs a clinic session that
does not need any assistance and two theatre lists
per week. He prides himself being a quick operator
and, apart from cholecystectomies and appendicectomies, he performs all his procedures open. I once
assisted Mr. Leese in an emergency laparotomy,
distal gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y anastomosis for a
bleeding GDA in less than 45 minutes, and without
using diathermy at all from beginning to end.
Team B comprises of Mr. Asar Alsaffar and Mr. James
Roberts-Thomson (JRT). Mr Alsaffar is the supervisor
of surgical training for the NWRH. Despite not looking
as such, he is a tough man from Iraq who has been
in the army once. He trained and worked in New Zealand for many years before coming to Burnie. He has
one whole day clinic session and a whole day operating list every week. Mr. Alsaffar is adept at both open
and laparoscopic surgeries. Mr. Roberts-Thomson is
a local Tassie and was brought up in Table Cape, if I
am not mistaken. He spent a few years in England
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before spending a great deal of time in South Africa
before coming back to the NWRH. JRT has one clinic
session and one operating list per week in Burnie. He
is an avid runner, cyclist and rower and he is one of
the fittest Surgeons I have ever worked with. JRT is
a General Surgeon, by its true nature. He would manage a wide variety of cases and is leaning towards
laparoscopic surgery more these days. Team B also
covers an ENT service through Mr. Maghdi Ghali. Mr.
Ghali is a British trained Surgeon from Cairo who has
been in Burnie for many years now. He has a regular
list in Burnie every week. Not only is Mr. Ghali on call
365 days a year, he would also do Maxillofacial works
as well. Ophthalmology patients come under team B,
but the registrar’s involvement ranges from minimal
to none.
The Mersey Hospital is similar to The Surgery Centre
at the Repatriation Hospital. It would cater only simple elective cases in medically low risk patients. The
Mersey rotation provides a lot of operating time as
well as endoscopy opportunity. There are, however,
multiple clinic sessions that one can enjoy, in a way
to compensate for the light ward duties.
All the consultants have a varying amount of either
operating or endoscopy lists every week, with JRT
being there most of the time.
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There are two meetings every week. The Wednesday meeting is essentially an opportunity for teaching with a presentation by the medical student, intern, registrar or guest speakers. Following this, the
registrars will present on the major elective cases
for the following week and the long stay patients
(>7days). The monthly audit is presented during that
meeting. The Thursday meeting is an MDT where
selected cases will be presented to a team consisting of Pathologist, Oncologist, Radiation Oncologist
and Radiologist all linked via video conference.
The hospital system
Burnie Hospital is well equipped in its own right
as it possesses an Emergency Department, ICU/
Anaesthetic, O&G, paediatrics, General Medicine,
General Surgery, Orthopaedic Surgery and ENT. Like
any smaller/rural/peripheral hospital, NWRH operates at a level that it can deal with most of the common problems and provides adequate stabilization
of a sick patient. It has a well-established relationship with bigger hospitals in Tasmania (Launceston
General Hospital, Royal Hobart Hospital) and even
Melbourne, meaning transferring patients is done
without much of a fuss. The Mersey hospital has an
Emergency Department, Medical and O&G services. However, despite having two operating theatres
for elective surgeries, no emergency operations are
allowed there, even an abscess drainage.
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View from The Nut, Stanley.

These patients are therefore transferred to Burnie Hospital 45 minutes away and enter the emergency theatre booking queue. Similarly, no surgical admissions, even non-operative cases, are permitted and these
patients would also be transferred to Burnie Hospital.
All the consultants are very supportive in their own way and we are provided with ample opportunity as primary operator. Quite often, the consultants are not scrubbed or can even be a phone call away from home.
Speaking from a pre-SET point of view, this kind of exposure is hard to get in bigger hospitals and vital in a
trainee’s development. Towards the end of the rotation, we are expected to be running most of the elective
cases, doing all the scopes and doing emergency cases like open/laparoscopic appendicectomies with consultants being off-site. The challenging aspect of the registrar’s job was the high frequency of on-calls. During my time it was one in two weekdays and one in three weekends (Things have slightly changed now). As
challenging as they could be, the on calls were also one of the most exciting aspect of that job. Consultants
are on call 1 week at a time mak-ing the workload relatively heavy for a team and light for the other.
The beautiful place
The North West coast is a beautiful place. The hospital itself lies on a higher ground to give the perfect sea
view. It is one of the few places that going to ICU makes us feel good as it offers the best view of them
all. The city centre lies adjacent to the beach and Bass Highway runs along the coast-line. There are several
places worth visiting, especially hiking on the Cradle mountain or climbing the Nut in Stanley. Anywhere you
go there is a picture worth taking.
The rotation is highly recommended for all junior registrars as it is the perfect place to become apt at routine
elective procedures and endoscopy (make sure you get your GESA going). There is a lot of independent operating ranging from minor to intermediate cases. The downside of this term is that there is limited formal
teaching in Burnie, while there is a weekly journal club at the Mersey Hospital. Also, all the complex patients
or operations are referred elsewhere, thus limiting our exposure. As a modern doctor, I am very much dependent on the internet and, being stubborn, sticking to the Vodafone network might not be a good idea in
retrospect. It is a fair way from Melbourne home for most of us but the rotation is all worth it.
Vol 3 Issue 3 November 2016
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Workshops
V Muralidharan

Bowel Anastomosis Workshop
Austin Surgical Workshops

Surgical simulations have long been demonstrated
to be effective in learning and transferring skill sets.
However, due to the time and cost intensive nature
of simulations they are not in wide spread use in surgical training.
The Austin Hospital has been fortunate in investing
in a Simulation Centre which has opened many opportunities for our trainees.
Since 2014 a number of surgical workshops have
been conducted in this centre on an annual recurring theme. The workshops are funded and supported by some of the larger industry partners and chief
amongst them has been Johnson and Johnson who
have developed the conduct of the Bowel Anastomosis Workshop to an art form.
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This was last of the workshops for 2016 and was
held on the 13th of August. As has been the norm
the session commenced with a didactic introduction
by the head of colorectal unit Adele Burgess.
This was followed by the practical session which included hand sewn and stapled anastomosis under
supervision of the faculty. Adele was ably supported
by Neil Strugnell and Basil D’Souza from the Northern Hospital.
The workshops continue to be well attended and are
an excellent platform for both junior SET trainees and
our increasing cohort of NSET trainees as well as
JDOCs.
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Bowel anastomosis workshop sponsored by Johnson & Johnson.
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Events
Jonathan Fong

Revelling by the Riverside
Gracias Cena 2016: The Taxi Riverside Restaurant

Gratis Cena, the Free Dinner. The name vividly evokes thoughts of celebration, comradeship and heart felt
congratulations in the mind of any Austin trainee. Set this year in the bustling surrounds of Federation Square
at the marvellous Taxi Riverside Restaurant, Gracias Cena 2016 was yet again a jovial feast for registrar and
consultant alike.
What makes this event such an important one in the Austin Calendar, is that not only is it an opportunity
for registrars to mingle with consultants at a relaxed and informal level, to talk shop and to thank them for
the service in another year of teaching and education, but it is also a representation of what sets the Austin
apart as a training hub - the sense of collegiality. Whatever your level, be it a fresh faced greenhorn registrar
or a grizzled, hardened veteran of the FRACS, we can all get together and enjoy ourselves as colleagues and
peers.
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Now to recreate this year’s event - a warm spring
evening, by the Yarra riverside, sun sparking through
the metal erections of Federation Square, a trickle of
bodies snakes its way through the crowds, eventually pooling into a gathering of trainees and consultants. A stalwart of Melbournian fine dining, the Taxi
Riverside restaurant is an elegant and stylish setting,
headed by Chef Tony Twitchett’s team who blend Australian fare with an Asian twist to create a sumptuous
dinner. But of course, dinner is always preceded by
drinks, and it was a distinct joy that evening to hold
and sip a cool glass of something yellow and bubbly,
whist enjoying a good catch up with friends outside
the glass walls of the restaurant.
With the hubbub of Melbourne evening life in the
background, we met again with old friends, uncertain
faces stretching into smiles as people from across
rotations, drawn from as far away as the red centre
and the apple isle, were re-introduced again. And
there is another gem of the Gratis Cena; our hub is
stretched across vast geographical distances and
with the great number of registrars that we have, it is
almost impossible to have met each other, and here
we have the opportunity to bring us together; to put
a face to that name, that voice down the other end
of the referral phone, or that email address received
with the handover for the next rotation.
Vol 3 Issue 3 November 2016

Once introductions were over, we ambled inside and
sat ourselves down at five rounded tables, interspersing consultants with trainees. It was fantastic to see
consultants from the Austin, such as Adele Burgess
and Phil Smart, and consultants from the Northern - including Wanda Stelmach and Neil Strugnell,
but also supervisors from further afield, such as LP
Cheah from Echuca to but name a few.
Having been seated, we awaited eagerly the arrival
of entrees which impressively included a candied
pork, son-in-law egg, and tuna. I for one, cannot go
pass a meal entitled ‘famous and availed myself to
the candied which true to form, satisfied immensely
with a sticky and sweet pork cube, accompanied
with a minimally spicy chilly dressing that presented
that extra little kick to the dish.
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There are of course, important formal parts to the
evening, which includes the recognition of those fortunate candidates to have passed this years FRACS
exam. This year we were lucky to have produced
a good number of newly minted fellows, including
in Katherine Guggenheimer, Chon Hann Lieu, Luke
Bradshaw and Wei Ming Ooi as well as David Goh
completing his vascular fellowship. Congratulations
to them on a culmination of years of hard work and
dedication, and we wish them all the best in their
future careers.
Then came the mains, and the kindly staff offered us
a selection from a crispy salmon, a Szechuan duck,
and a chicken breast. I find that if I spend any time
away from the climes of Melbournian cuisine, even
just a little, the one thing I miss the most is duck - its
just hard to get once you go beyond the ring road. So
I chose to dine on the Taxi ‘classic’ duck, which was
cooked to perfection, a crispy outer skin, succulently
moist breast with a spring time mint salad with Vietnamese flavourings. No doubt others enjoyed it too.
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Now, here the kudos extend to our two excellent
convenors of the event, Ankur Sidhu and Jurstine
Daruwalla; not only did they manage to corral as
many itinerant trainees as possible on a weekend
for a dinner at such a sparkling venue, but they also
contrived to offer the next part of the evening’s entertainment.
As is customary, the consultants are given a small token of appreciation at the dinner; typically this would
be an alcoholic beverage of sorts, but this year the
convenors went all out in putting their creative minds
to the test. The age of the comic book movie has
brought with it comic book paraphernalia, including
mini-figurines of heroes and villains. Amongst these
are the Pop! figurines, with square and oversized
heads on a cute Pop! vinyl body. Individually selected, based on either a physical attribute or character
trait, sometimes a little bit stretched, each consultant
was paired with their own mini-avatar!
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I must say that it was enjoyable to watch initially perplexed faces grow joyous as these figurines were presented, unboxed and the penny dropped as the connections between these pint-sized statuettes and their
owners became apparent. Murali’s own mini-me, of
course was a miniaturised Darth Vader…one to greet
every trainee at their next mid-term assessment…
Mr Andrew Barclay was the only exception, of course,
receiving a themed gift in accordance with the ongoing
US elections - a book on Donald Trump, and a Hillary
Clinton paper doll dress up book, pant suit included.
What an excellent event, which of course meandered
into the night, lubricated by fine wine and good conversation. The last part of the night was sponsored
by BOQ - the raffle! This year’s prize was a delicious
chocolate hamper from Haigh’s, and after some deliberation and side steps by the impromptu “lotto lady”
Sean Stevens, the winner was drawn - James Walcott!
What a delicious time he has to look forward to. Now
all good things must come to an end and slowly we
dispersed into the Melbourne night, back to our regular lives, but buoyed for another year by the knowledge
that we have the camaraderie that comes of belonging
to the Austin Surgical Hub. Gratis Cena 2016!
Vol 3 Issue 3 November 2016
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Pathfinder
Asar Al Saffar

Reigning in the Regions
Supervisor in a regional centre

As trainees are meant to spend a term in a regional
centre like the North West Regional Hospital, occasionally some of them may become nervous that this
time will be wasted, particularly when the hospital
name spells ‘regional’ clearly.
Initially, they try to swap the term and when this fails
they start sending the supervisor queries and questions betraying their nervousness and worry. The supervisor will try his best to ally those fears. Then the
term starts and with each passing day, the hidden
jewels of the place start appearing. By the end of
the term, the feelings towards the place is turned
180 degrees, so much so, that some trainees want
to stay another term, but unfortunately for them, the
regulations don’t allow it.

Asar Alsaffar graduated from the medical school,
Baghdad University and completed his training as
a general surgeon overseas. He moved to New
Zealand in the mid ninety’s where he obtained
the FRACS. He worked as a consultant surgeon
in New Zealand for a short time then moved to
Australia. He has passion for teaching and surgical
training and is heavily involved in RACS courses.
He also has interest in programming which he utilizes in audit software development.
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There is no doubt that working in a small regional
hospital has its own challenges but usually this is offset by many advantages. During the years I worked
as a supervisor of training at the North West region,
I was blessed by a group of surgeons who share the
same passion and dedication for teaching. This created a very safe environment for the trainees to work
in. We were all available and approachable day and
night. This is not only in theatre, but also in clinics,
ward rounds and when dealing with emergencies.
That is what gives the trainees the confidence they
need to start building their experience.
It is true they will not see complex major procedures,
but they will become heavily involved in the procedures more suited for their level. We usually get
SET2 trainees who will be happily immersed in minor, intermediate and some major cases. Depending
on the technical abilities of the trainee, the scope and
case mix will be decided. At times, when we had
Laminas - Austin General Surgery Training Quarterly

SET 3 trainees, they were nicely accommodated and
their professional needs satisfied.
Another advantage is the closeness to all the staff
in the hospital. In a smaller hospital, everybody will
know everybody. This creates a sense of family. Everyone greets you by your name. Smile to you as you
walk into their office and help whenever and however
they can.
And the cherry on the top is the accommodation at
the top of the hill. Mostly, the trainees will be accommodated at the top of the hill opposite the hospital,
only two minutes’ walk away. No stressful driving nor
traffic congestion (we consider three cars lined up at
the traffic light as a traffic jam). They will have that
fresh breeze whenever they wake up in the morning.
They will have the fantastic views of the sea and the
green fields around them giving that sense of tranquillity. It is more like a resort than a hospital accommodation.

The hubs kindly provide cover for leaves planned well
ahead, so we have no problem there. The problem
if someone gets sick or needs to go at short notice,
that’s when it becomes difficult. Luckily, this is uncommon and our brilliant staff at the staffing unit,
manages to get replacement on time, most of the
times.
For my time as a supervisor in this beautiful area, I
had the joy of seeing groups of happy and satisfied
trainees come and go. Which is very rewarding.
Things change, and I left this role recently. Would I do
it again? Most certainly and happily.

Having only two trainees, makes some aspects of
the supervisor’s job easier as the needs are less. On
the other hand, this makes us so thin on the ground.
The number of registrars are just enough to strike the
required balance of safe hours of work and adequate
exposure to case mix and numbers, thus it gets hard
to deal with unforeseen circumstances.

Background: View from the registrar’s quarters.
Inset: View from theatre;
Below: North West Regional Hospital entrance.
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